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Abstract
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a machine learning answer to the optimal
control problem. It consists in learning an optimal control policy through
interactions with the system to be controlled, the quality of this policy being quantified by the so-called value function. An important RL subtopic is
to approximate this function when the system is too large for an exact representation. This paper presents statistical-linearization-based approaches
to estimate such functions. Compared to more classical approaches, this
allows considering nonlinear parameterizations as well as the Bellman optimality operator, which induces some differentiability problems. Moreover,
the statistical point of view adopted here allows considering colored observation noise models instead of the classical white one; in RL, this can
provide useful.
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Introduction

Optimal control of stochastic dynamic systems is a trend of research with a long history.
Several points of view can be adopted according to the information available on the system
such as a model of the physics ruling the system (automation) or a stochastic model of its
dynamic (dynamic programming). The machine learning response to this recurrent problem
is the Reinforcement Learning (RL) paradigm [1, 2, 3].
The system to be controlled is usually modeled as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
{S, A, P, R, γ} [4]. An MDP is made up of a set S of states (the different configurations of the system), a set A of actions (which cause a change of the system’s state),
a set P : s, a ∈ S × A → p(.|s, a) ∈ P(S) of Markovian transition probabilities (the
probability to transit from one state to another under a given action), a reward function
R : s, a, s0 ∈ S × A × S → r = R(s, a, s0 ) ∈ R associating a scalar to each transition and a
discounting factor γ which decreases long-term rewards’ influence. How the agent acts with
the system is modeled by a so-called policy, π : s ∈ S → π(.|s) ∈ P(A), which associates to
each state a probability distribution overP
actions. The quality of such a policy is quantified
∞
by a so-called value function, V π (s) = E[ i=0 γ i ri |s0 = s, π], which associates to each state
the expected cumulative discounted reward from starting in the considered state and then
following the given policy. An optimal policy is one of those which maximize the associated
value function for each state: π ∗ ∈ argmaxπ V π .
If the model (that is transition probabilities and the reward function) is known and if state
and action spaces are small enough, the optimal policy can be computed using dynamic
programming. A first scheme, called value iteration, consists in computing directly the
optimal value function (using the nonlinear Bellman optimality equation -see later- and
an iterative scheme based on the fact that the value function is the unique fixed-point of
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the associated Bellman operator). The optimal policy is greedy respectively to the optimal
value function. A second scheme, called policy iteration, consists in evaluating an initial
policy and then improving it, the new policy being greedy respectively to the computed
value function. Evaluation and improvement are iterated until convergence.
RL aims at estimating the optimal policy without knowing the model and from interactions
with the system. Value functions can no longer be computed, they have to be estimated. RL
heavily relies on dynamic programming, in the sense that most of approaches are some sort of
generalizations of value or policy iteration. A first problem is that computing a greedy policy
(required for both schemes) from a value function requires the model to be known. The stateaction value (or Q-) function alleviates this problem P
by providing an additional degree of
∞
freedom on the first action to be chosen: Qπ (s, a) = E[ i=0 γ i ri |s0 = s, a0 = a, π]. A greedy
policy can thus be obtained by maximizing the Q-function over actions. The state-action
value function generalizes the value function in the sense that V π (s) = Ea|s,π [Qπ (s, a)].
Therefore, the rest of this paper focuses uniquely on the Q-function.
There are two main approaches to estimate an optimal policy. The first one, based on value
iteration, consists in estimating directly the optimal state-action value function which is then
used to derive an estimate of the optimal policy. The second one, based on policy iteration,
consists in mixing the estimation of the Q-function of the current policy (policy evaluation)
with policy improvement in a generalized policy iteration scheme (generalized in the sense
that evaluation and improvement processes interact, independently of the granularity and
other details). This scheme presents many variations. Generally, the Q-function is not
perfectly estimated when the improvement step occurs. Each change in the policy implies a
change in the associated Q-function; therefore, the estimation process can be non-stationary.
The policy can be derived from the estimated state-action value function (for example, using
a Boltzmann distribution or an -greedy policy): this implies an underlying dilemma between
exploration and exploitation. The policy can also have its own representation, which leads
to actor-critic architectures.
A common subproblem of these approaches is to estimate the (state-action) value function
from a set of transitions. Basically, there are three ways to do it (bootstrapping, residual approach and projected fixed-point method [5]), each one corresponding to a particular
optimization problem to be solved. If the parameterization is linear and if the Bellman evaluation operator is considered, everything is linear and these optimization problems can be
solved easily. If not, corresponding optimization problems can be nonlinear (parameterization) and even non-differentiable (Bellman optimality operator, see Sec. 2.1). We advocate
that they can be linearized using a derivative-free statistical linearization approach and then
solved analytically. This way, classical RL algorithms can be easily extended to a nonlinear
setting. This paper synthesizes recent works in combining statistical linearization with value
function approximation [6, 7, 8].
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2.1

Background
Value Function Approximation

Thanks to the Markov property of the transition probabilities, the state-action value function Qπ of a given policy π satisfies the linear Bellman evaluation equation: Qπ (s, a) =
Es0 ,a0 |s,a,π [R(s, a, s0 )+γQπ (s0 , a0 )]. A Bellman evaluation operator related to the Q-function,
T π : Q ∈ RS×A → T π Q ∈ RS×A , can be defined: T π Q(s, a) = Es0 ,a0 |s,π [R(s, a, s0 ) +
γQ(s0 , a0 )]. This operator is a contraction and Qπ is its unique fixed-point: Qπ = T π Qπ .
Using it is not practical, as it requires knowing the model. Therefore, a sampled Bellman
evaluation is introduced. For a transition (si , ai , si+1 , ai+1 ), ai+1 being sampled according
to π, and the associated reward ri , it is defined as (defining the P̂ π operator on the fly):
T̂ π Q(si , ai ) = ri + γQ(si+1 , ai+1 ) = ri + γ P̂ π Q(si , ai ).
∗

(1)

The optimal state-action value function Q satisfies the nonlinear Bellman optimality
equation: Q∗ (s, a) = Es0 |s,a [R(s, a, s0 ) + γ maxa0 ∈A Q∗ (s0 , a0 )].. The associated Bellman
optimality operator, T ∗ : Q ∈ RS×A → T ∗ Q ∈ RS×A , is defined as: T ∗ Q(s, a) =
2

Es0 |s,a [R(s, a, s0 ) + γ maxa0 ∈A Q(s0 , a0 )]. A more practical sampled Bellman optimality operator is also defined. Assume that a transition (si , ai , si+1 ) and associated reward ri are
observed, it is given by (defining the P̂ ∗ operator on the fly):
T̂ ∗ Q(si , ai ) = ri + γ max Q(si+1 , a) = ri + γ P̂ ∗ Q(si , ai ).
a∈A

(2)

It allows estimating directly the optimal policy from trajectories generated using a suboptimal policy, that is off-policy learning.
An important RL subtopic is to estimate the (state-action) value function of a given policy
or directly the Q-function of the optimal policy from samples, that is observed trajectories of actual interactions. This paper focuses on parametric approximation: the estimated
state-action value function is of the form Q̂θ , where θ is the parameter vector; this estimate belongs to an hypothesis space H = {Q̂θ |θ ∈ Rp } which specifies the architecture
of the approximation. For example, if the state space is sufficiently small an exact tabular representation can be chosen for the value function. The estimate is thus of the form
Q̂θ (s, a) = eTs,a θ with es,a being a unitary vector which is equal to one in the component
corresponding to the state-action couple (s, a) and zero elsewhere. More complex hypothesis spaces can be envisioned, such as those generated by MLPs (multilayered perceptrons).
Estimating a function from samples is a common topic of supervised learning. However, estimating a (state-action) value function is a more difficult problem because values are never
directly observed, just rewards which define them. Actually, value function approximation
consists in estimating a fixed-point of the T operator (either T π or T ∗ ) from sampled trajectories (that is using the sampled T̂ operator and a finite number of state-action couples):
Q̂θ ≈ T Q̂θ .
2.2

Statistical Linearization

Let f : x ∈ Rp → y = f (x) ∈ Rq . Assume that we want to linearize f around some point
x0 . A common approach is to use a Taylor expansion: f (x) ≈ f (x0 ) + ∇f (x0 )(x − x0 ).
However, it requires f to admit a gradient. Statistical linearization [9] consists in sampling
a set of m points around x0 (how to sample these points being the user’s choice, done in
subsequent practical algorithms) and using them to compute a linear model minimizing the
associated square error.
Let (x(j) , y(j) = f (x(j) ))1≤j≤m be a set of m sampled points and their images through f .
We introduce some notations:

Pm (j)
Pm
1
1
(j)
ȳ = m
,

j=1 x ,
j=1 y
x̄ = m P

T

T
Pm
m
1
1
(j)
(j)
(j)
Pxx = m j=1 x − x̄ x − x̄ , Pyy = m
− ȳ y(j) − ȳ
(3)
j=1 y

 (j)
T
Pm

1
(j)
T
Pxy = m j=1 x − x̄ y − ȳ = Pyx
As these points are sampled around x0 , x̄ = x0 . Statistical linearization performs a linear
regression of the form y = AT x +Pb + e where e is a centered noise and A and b minimize
m
the sum of square errors: minA,b j=1 eTj ej with ej = y(j) − AT x(j) − b. The solution to
−1
T
this optimization problem is given
Pm by: TA = Pxx Pxy Tand b = ȳ − A x̄. The error variance
is therefore given by: Pee = j=1 ej ej = Pyy − A Pxx A. Notice that the noise term e
quantifies the linearization error.
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Statistical Linearization for Reinforcement Learning

One of the oldest approaches for value function approximation is bootstrapping [2]. The idea
is to treat the corresponding estimation problem as a classical regression, assuming that the
Q-values are observable (noted qj for the state-action couple (sj , aj )). The cost function to
be minimized is therefore kQ − Q̂θ k with Q being either Qπ for a given policy or Q∗ . For a
Pi
finite number of samples, the estimate is therefore θi = argminω∈Rp j=1 (qj − Q̂ω (sj , aj ))2 .
This optimization problem is solved in order to provide a recursive estimate, using either
3

a stochastic gradient descent (TD, SARSA and Q-learning [2]) or a linear recursive leastsquares (the Fixed-point Kalman Filter [10], assuming a linear parameterization). The parameter vector is thus updated according to a Widrow-Hoff update (Ki being an algorithmdependent gain): θi = θi−1 + Ki (qj − Q̂θi−1 (si , ai )). However, qj is never observed. That is
where the bootstrap principle applies: the unobserved value qj is replaced by the estimate
T̂ Q̂θi−1 (si , ai ), with T̂ = T̂ π or T̂ = T̂ ∗ , depending if one wants to estimate the Q-function
of the given policy π or the optimal one directly.
Thanks to the bootstrap principle, many online regression algorithms developed in the
supervised learning field can be adapted to reinforcement learning. However, TD with
function approximation cannot be guaranteed to be convergent with a nonlinear parameterization [11], even if one of the practical successes of RL is based on a neural network [12].
Therefore, there is a common belief in the RL community that it is dangerous to combine RL algorithms with nonlinear function approximators such as MLPs. However, the
problem comes from the bootstrap principle, and there are other approaches for estimating the Q-function. Moreover, they can handle nonlinearities if combined with statistical
linearization.
3.1

Kalman Temporal Differences (KTD)

Residual approaches aim at minimizing the distance between the Q-function and its image through a Bellman operator, kQ̂θ − T Q̂θ k2 . Practically, learning is done from samples and the sampled Bellman operator is used instead (the model being not known):
Pi
θi = argminω∈Rp j=1 (Q̂ω (sj , aj ) − T̂ Q̂ω (sj , aj ))2 . If this optimization problem is solved
using a stochastic gradient descent (assuming the sampled Bellman evaluation operator for
differentiability), this provides the so-called residual algorithm [13]. If in addition a linear parameterization is assumed and this is solved using a (linear) recursive least-squares
(RLS) approach, it is the parametric Gaussian Process Temporal Differences (GPTD) algorithm [14]. Notice that in both cases the Bellman optimality operator cannot be considered
because it is generally non-linear and non-differentiable (because maxa∈A Q̂ω (s, a) is generally non differentiable respectively to ω).
The following statistical observation model can be associated to the previous empirical costfunction:
ri = Q̂ω (si , ai ) − γ P̂ Q̂ω (si , ai ) + ni ,
(4)
where ni is a unitary white noise and P̂ is either P̂ π or P̂ ∗ . The statistical linearization
principle described in Sec. 2.2 can be applied to this observation model (linearization respectively to the parameter vector ω): ri = ATi ω + bi + ui , where ui = ei + ni is a white
noise (of variance Pui ) which takes into account the statistical linearization error ei . This
linearized observation model can be used to construct the alternative following optimization
Pi
problem: θi = argminω∈Rp j=1 P1u (ri − ATi ω − bi )2 . A linear RLS approach can be used to
i
solve it, which provides a recursive estimate. It is also required to determine around what
and with what spread one should linearize. In a recursive estimation process, the statistical
linearization is performed around the last estimate and with a spread quantified by the
variance matrix maintained by the RLS approach. Moreover, this statistical linearization is
performed using the unscented transform [15]. This provide the so-called Kalman Temporal
Differences (KTD) framework, which can be derived using a Kalman-based approach [6]. It
can also be derived from the preceding statistically linearized RLS approach [5]. This link
between unscented Kalman filtering [15] and statistically linearized RLS is studied in [16].
3.2

KTD(λ)

In supervised learning, most often a white observation noise is assumed. However, it can
be of interest to color it, notably for residual approaches. Due to the use of the sampled
Bellman operator, residual approaches produce biased estimate [17]. This is due to the fact
that the mean of a square is not the square of the mean: E[kT̂ Q̂ω − Q̂ω k2 ] = kT Q̂ω −
Q̂ω k2 + Var(T̂ Q̂ω ). Thanks to the statistical point of view, the optimization problem solved
4

by residual approaches can be linked to the observation model (4). It can be shown that
the bias problem can be linked to the fact that the noise ni is assumed white [14, 6]. Using
a colored noise instead can reduce and even remove this bias [14, 6, 8]. The more general
colored noise model is nλ = ui −γλbλi−1 with ui being a white noise and bλi = γ(1−λ)bλi−1 +ui
being an autoregressive noise (this noise, introduced in [8], generalizes the white noise case
with λ = 0 and noises introduced in [14, 6] with λ = 1). With a colored observation noise
instead of the white one, the optimization problem to be solved differs. However, a recursive
estimate can be provided using ideas underlying Bayesian and Kalman filtering [8].
3.3

Statistically Linearized Least-Squares Temporal Differences

Another way to estimate a state-action value function is the projected fixed-point approach. The image of the Q-function through a Bellman operator does not necessarily
lies into the hypothesis space H. It can therefore be projected back onto it. Projected
fixed-point approaches minimize the distance between the Q-function and the projection
onto H of its image through T . The corresponding cost-function is kQ̂θ − ΠT Q̂θ k2 ,
where Π is the projection operator: Πf = argminfˆ∈H kf − fˆk2 . This defines two
nested optimization problems, and the corresponding empirical optimization problem is
Pi
θi = argminω∈Rp j=1 (T̂ Q̂θi (sj , aj ) − Q̂ω (sj , aj ))2 . Notice that θi appears in both sides of
this equation: this translates the two nested optimization problems, and therefore it is not
a pure least-squares problem. Recently, this optimization problem has been solved using
a stochastic gradient descent [18] (which is far from being direct because of the particular
considered optimization problem). The corresponding algorithm is named Greedy-GQ. Assuming a linear parameterization and the Bellman evaluation operator, it can be solved analytically using a RLS-like approach, this is the Least-Squares Temporal Differences (LSTD)
algorithm [19].
As for residual approaches, an observation model can be derived from this optimization
problem:
rj = Q̂ω (sj , aj ) − γ P̂ Q̂θi (sj , aj ) + nj
(5)
Here again, the statistical linearization principle can be applied. However, two statistical
linearizations should be applied, one for the θi parameter vector and one for the ω parameter
vector. This gives an observation model of the following form: ri = ATi θi + BiT ω + ci + ui ,
with ui being the white noise term comprising the linearization error. From this linearized
observation model, an alternative linear optimization problem can be written and analytiPi
cally solved: θi = argminω∈Rp j=1 P1u (ri −ATi θi −BiT ω−ci )2 . Once again, the linearization
i
error is taken into account, which is an interesting feature: the higher the linearization error, the less the corresponding sample is taken into account. This provides the statistically
linearized LSTD (slLSTD) algorithm [7]. The only other approach able to handle both a
nonlinear parameterization and the Bellman optimality operator is the Greedy-GQ algorithm. Contrary to it, slLSTD has no convergence analysis for now, but it is empirically
more efficient [7].

4

Conclusion and perspectives

State-action value function approximation is an important subtopic of reinforcement learning. Basically, there are three ways to estimate a Q-function: bootstrapping, residual methods and projected fixed-point approaches [5]. To each one corresponds an optimization
problem to be solved. If the parameterization is linear and if the (linear) Bellman evaluation
operator is considered, there exists analytical solutions. If the parameterization is nonlinear, or worse if the Bellman optimality operator is considered (which implies differentiability
problems), things become more complicated. Bootstrapping combined with nonlinear parameterizations can be unstable or even diverge [11]. Considering residual and projected
fixed-point approaches, a related observation model can be derived. We advocate that applying statistical linearization to them (which is more or less direct) and minimizing the
associated linearized cost-function (with the possible addition of a colored observation noise
model) is an interesting way to handle the tricky underlying optimization problems. Thanks
5

to its derivative-free aspect, it does not require to compute gradients, which proves really
useful in RL (optimality operator). Statistical linearization leads to RLS-like approaches,
so related algorithms are second order and tend to be efficient. Moreover, a variance matrix
is usually maintained in the process; this provides uncertainty information which is useful
for active learning or for the dilemma between exploration and exploitation [20]. These approaches show good empirical results but they lack some theoretical analysis. Nevertheless,
we think that this statistical linearization idea can be applied to broader fields, not only to
reinforcement learning.
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